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For those of you who always wanted to do something
just for the enjoyment of doing it.
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poetry
**
Waking Up On the Beach
Squint the ears
against bright traffic
and see calm caves
swim the breaking air
Taste the night-howl’s breath
above table-tapping-smoke-talk
and steady the rising tug
of belly-fingered songs
Touch the waves’ salt-wet smiles
as they lap the funeral shore
and earn the ocean’s spread
receding into blue
-Eric G. Muller

**
Distraction
A man walks down the street
reading a book,
so absorbed
he does not notice
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his fellow citizens
walking down the street
text messaging,
so absorbed
they do not notice approaching disaster.
-Gary Beck

Brief
Early morning
Ice already melted to dark wet
On slate roofs
Except for
An elongated shadow of white
On the shaded shingles
Behind our auburn chimney
Am I a fading shadow?
-Daniel Wilcox

**
Stress Dream
The wind riding shirt
flew through the night,
ghostly berserk.
-Colin James

**
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56.
During his moment in the spotlight
he announced his itinerary
to an audience that included luminaries
from various walks, fashion to literature.
Among those present was his wife
(her full recovery still some time away),
who remained seated throughout the day.
Meanwhile, over cake and lemonade,
the man of the hour confirmed
his intention to motor west-though he would not follow the route
outlined in the song.
He would instead take the backroads
and see America one farmer’s market at a time.
-Thomas Cochran

**
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Water Burial
His skin was translucent,
full of fish gliding underneath.
Crustaceans groped veins,
begging for support,
for fibrous anchors.
He was a walking aquarium,
with seaweed and rocks
collapsing like sand castles,
each step a balance of water.
With a sigh he passed by,
trailing sand like a train,
salt a wave of clear scent,
a cloud above him.
His eyes full of water,
staring straight ahead.
-Valentina Cano

**
A Survey of the Land in Utah
In Utah, everything is so flat.
Sometimes, I piss in the dirt to dig trenches and carve dimples in the ground
like the earth is smiling.
-Ryan Poynter

**
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Wishing a Zero
From the altar a tulip
falls upon my tensed brows.
A fillip gushes though my veins
longing for divine bliss.
The temple priest smiles
and I fail to articulate my wishes.
Enough of running with
the bag of wealth with
pythons trying to coil
me at each turning of road.
I wish for zero now.
God! Only God and my life
will be a Godly one.
-Sonnet Mondal

**
The Poet Speaks of the Drought
I
see
raindrops
on
the
windshield.
Oh,
how
I
hope
it
pours
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cold
and
wet
like
tears
of
joy.
-Danny P. Barbare

**
La Bandera
You heard me calling in the numbest corner of night
from beneath the broken bedspread
with rusty springs
summer afternoons
dust bunnies gather till Easter
and the clocks have all been dead for years
yet a bell chimes atop a Mexican cathedral
Hidalgo runs through my veins as children play futbol
on nameless streets
cars roar day and night in careless dust
unaware that they are dirty, and this makes them
purer than you and me,
we can see our flaws and try to feebly mend the breaks
in the butterfly’s wings,
caterpillars die and green mota paves the road toward gold dust
and coca
the zoo is the semen-stained mattress and the hole
that keeps calling you back.
- Matthew Dexter

**
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The Perfect Body
It's in me, it's part of who I am,
it's something I just can't help.
It makes me see no beauty
and have a feeling I wish I never felt.
Hiding away, my biggest fear being the mirror.
Thoughts in my mind just won't leave
with my face soaked from tears.
There's always something that needs changing,
so much I think I lack.
I don't compare to others, the "perfect" person
with blonde hair, blue eyes and not an ounce of fat.
-Megan Hendricks

**
Wish Fulfillment
Imagine being tone deaf
to what everyone else can hear-he’s standing on stage
in front of an orchestra
rehearsing a symphony.
The orchestra soldiers on,
though his cues are wrong,
and he's out of touch.
When they fail to follow,
he flies into a rage.
He threatens to tear up
the stage, break instruments,
rip sheet music to shreds,
topple music stands-king of the stage at last.
In my fond wish he flees
at the performance,
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banished by the audience
that listens in the way of all audiences,
in recognition and surprise,
following the golden thread of pleasure
wending its way through rills and valleys.
Behind each melody, a fainter melody-music is time outside of time.
One moment, ever remembered,
is never lost, while always lost,
like sunlight on a flowing stream.
This is the paradox,
the crux of art.
The winds blow warm, and sigh, and cease;
summer comes, the sun is full and rich,
and the music seems to go on by itself.
The audience’s response
touches us like sunlight.
It dances on my sleeve and bow;
I feel and know it
and keep on playing.
-Anne Whitehouse

**
After Irene
After the storm passed,
and the rain stopped,
and the wind at last died down,
night fell, warm, velvety,
and moonless.
In the morning,
the sun gilded all it touched
in cleansed and glistening air,
and the plants of the earth
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sprang back to life.
Lying about
were fallen trees and broken branches,
downed power lines and wrecked buildings.
The waters no longer raged,
the floods were receding.
We went about repairing the damage,
finding what was essential,
how to survive.
-Anne Whitehouse
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Curtain of Flame
Your curses, your orthodoxies, you
who breed hungry vines
behind a curtain
of flame
how can I love you, my tongue
lacerated by blades
of wind?
Who is stronger than your rage?
Who bakes this tasteless bread
and refuses us salt
or seeds? Whose words drown
in some nightly pretense of disease?
How small, oh how tiny
and pulled down we are, how little
we know beyond the endless
drifts. Torches and eyes through these
buds of snow. We shall sing in the storm, raise
voices and hands, an old
song about horses in the meadows
of spring. Violets and a cool
stream, and everywhere butterflies and broken
cocoons. This heat: a curtain
of rustling flame.
-Steve Klepetar

**
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prose
**
Something From Nothing
Time expanded in agonizing slowness as the car smashed into him, metal crunching against
bone. For a split second, his airborne body contorted into the bloody equivalent of a forty-five
degree angle. Then his head snapped back stiffly, and he dropped from the sky in rigid
straightness. I stared, intoxicated and disgusted, as crimson blood spilled from his corpse and
seeped into the cracked concrete. Flashing red and blue lights heralded the ambulance's arrival a
few minutes later, but at that point I knew my friend was dead. I wanted to scream at the
paramedics and their faked urgency, but instead I watched in silence as they pronounced him
dead, packed his body up onto a stretcher, and drove him to a morgue.
My best friend, who I had known my entire life, who had protected me from bullies, who
had found me a homecoming date every year, had been murdered by a drunk driver at age
seventeen. He'd been taking me to a party, and we'd both been crossing the street at the same
time. We'd been less than two feet from each other. But somehow the car swerved and killed
only him.
At his funeral, I sat in the first row behind the family, outwardly calm but inwardly grieving
with an angst rivaling what Abraham would have felt if God hadn't stopped him from
sacrificing Isaac. As the priest rambled through his sermon, I instinctively knew I would not find
solace in his words. While he preached, lips spewing meaningless praises about a man he did not
know, I reached inside myself to find some deeper truth that would comfort me. And in the
moment I dismissed the man of God as an outsider to my pain, I reveled in the epiphany that
has guided me my whole life:
We are nothing. Life is nothing.
It seems odd, now, with that as my motto I became a child therapist, but that was the way
fate led me.
I'm supposed to help this girl in front of me. Scars lace her thin arms. I tell her to stop
cutting herself, to stop doing this inhumane thing; she nods, but next week the scars return
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deeper and wider. I beg her, I order her, but she continues to deface herself.
I ask why she does it, if it gives her emotional relief. She doesn't understand me, doesn't
answer. Instead, she provides an excuse--there's so many, she's very creative--I fell on a hike, my
cat hates baths, I tried to pick up a rat, the cheese grater slipped while I helped with dinner.
Sometimes her lies don't even make sense: it's only a paper cut, I was picking at a zit.
What can I tell this girl that she doesn't already know about herself, what encouragement
can I give? In the end, I can only help myself, not her, as it is with nearly all my patients.
She is nothing. Life is nothing.
I'm buying groceries. I know the cashier, but she's so exhausted she doesn't recognize me.
She's ugly now, nothing more than a tired mother, but she was beautiful once, before the
marriage. Her husband beats her--I know it, she knows it, the whole town knows it, but she
won't press charges. She treats his abuse nonchalantly, as if it were a peculiarity instead of a
crime. Every time we talk, she mentions her husband's actions, as if a child therapist like me
might have a solution.
“The littlest things set him off: dinner's not made, I forget to greet him at the door, the kids
are too rowdy when he's trying to sleep.” The way she dismisses domestic violence sometimes
causes me to forget what we're talking about, as if the subject were so casual that we could
discuss it like the weather. Maybe her husband feels insecure. Maybe he's bipolar. Maybe he just
likes the sound of his palm against her flesh, likes watching the blow ripple across her skin.
But whatever the cause, his behavior has no effect on my life. When he punishes his wife for
nonexistent crimes, do I pay for it? No.
They are nothing. Life is nothing.
The boy sitting next to me won't speak to me. He won't even look. We're both sitting in an
old-style barbershop, complete with old men--not young women--shearing our hair off. I'm
getting a trim, but the boy's father requested a buzz cut for his son.
He's rigid and squirmy at the same time. He was my patient for about three months as part
of the divorce settlement, and I know his father molests him. I considered complying with the
law and filing a report, but in the end I never took any action. It's not like I had evidence. The
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constant fear radiating from the boy in his father's presence and the father's arrogant smirks
hardly substantiate my claims.
What kind of world allows a father--a man who should be his son's best role model--to
molest his six-year-old? The same world that makes him untouchable to the law. Sometimes the
boy's situation infuriates me. When that happens, I remind myself:
He is nothing. Life is nothing.
My sister is standing in my doorway. It's 1 in the morning, she's driven from LA, and her
energetic daughter complained the whole ride. She's exhausted. We hug, she plants a quick kiss
on my cheek; surprising, we've never been very close. I reach for her daughter, but the little girl
skirts my grasp and clings to her mother's legs. “Mommy,” she pleads, as if I've been somehow
cruel in my actions. My sister explains that she wants her drawing supplies. I assume a coloring
book (the girl is only four years old), but my sister unearths some paper and a few crayons from
the depths of her purse. The girl sits on the floor and begins to draw. I ask if she has any
completed drawings. “Of course,” says my sister, and she hands me a thick wad of papers from
her purse. I shift through the pictures. They're simple, but I expected as much. Yet they are
coherent scenes--a sunny picnic, a field of flowers, her mom and dad smiling with her squished
in between them.
Something about these images makes me wants to sob. I want to take them and show them
to my colleagues, but I know they would dismiss these sketches as belonging to someone we
don't have to fix. I want to treasure this girl's work, I want to hang it all over my house. But I
also want to share them with everyone I know, I want a world filled with death to appreciate
life.
My sister is staring at me. My hands are shaking, I think I'm crying, she's asking me if I'm all
right I don't know if I am
This is something. And that is what hurts the most.
-Connor Cook

**
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The Great Award Show in the Sky
When he was nine years old, the eminent actor won his first award, for his violin
playing. Many more awards followed and along with the awards came responsibility;
the responsibility, that is, of the award winner. To wit, win more awards.
Some forty years later, the actor is a highly respected artist. But more than that, he is
universally recognized as a great person. Every award and prize the world of art has to
offer is his. He has shaken the hands of world leaders. Paris loves him, as does New
York. He has even won a few lifetime achievement awards.
Now, at almost fifty, the legendary actor has been nominated for yet another award. He
was informed of it by way of a letter. The letter said only this:
You have been nominated for a Longevity Award. Please present yourself at the Great
Banquet Hall at 5 pm for the ceremony. This is a black-tie event.
The actor is up on the stage now. His eyes are caving in as he slowly suffocates. He
claws at his collar, but it's no use. Four other nominees share the stage with him.
They're all in various stages of suffocation. All are down on the floor. Only one
breathes freely; it's the one whose name was called.
-Mika Seifert

**
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Ley La La Cula, or:
That One Time I Pissed in Grandpa's Saturn
According to a Wikipedia article I just read, the average age when children are expected to be,
for the most part, in control of their bladder is around four or five years old. I looked all
over—meaning I clicked a few internal links on a Wikipedia article about diapers—and couldn’t
find solid statistics showing that there is a certain time when all bladder issues are resolved.
However, I felt that an age during which the ratio between bedwetters and big girls begins to
boast far lower utilities bills—due to, you know, less laundry—would suffice. One might be
curious as to why I spent a good three hours on an online encyclopedia and several days of
intense brow furrowing in the process of thinking about something that should probably just
stay between me and my underwear. Of course, the answer lies in a question.
Have you ever played The Sims? If so, that’s awesome, if a little sad—don’t worry, we all
remember the wasted days spent red-eyed and clicking, mixing simulated genes, hoping to
produce twin girls with the Sim you modeled after your middle school crush—and if not, no
worries! Try to draw from personal experience or some trace of sympathy to step into my
self-soiled shoes. For a quick refresher, The Sims, as well as its successors The Sims 2 and 3, are
“strategic life-simulation computer games” designed to allow pre-teens—and only pre-teens, of
course—to explore their growing interests in manipulation and baby-making by building
houses, neighborhoods, and lives of gibberish-speaking characters. In this game, you control the
Sims’ actions—drown in a ladder-less pool in the morning, burn down the house with everyone
inside that night—while providing for them according to Maslow’s hierarchy of needs, which
for Sims is some combination of: Energy, Hygiene, Hunger, Bladder, and Fun. Of course, there
are dire consequences if these green bars turn red.
On the night of my blind Uncle’s wedding rehearsal dinner, ten years ago this winter, nearly all
of my bars were fading to yellow. One in particular was veering dangerously darker. It was the
event of the year, Phil and Marlena’s wedding, and I was thrilled to attend, if bitter at not
wearing a royal blue, polyester-blend bridesmaid’s dress with a rhinestone belt, which Aunt
Joyce called “tacky” under her breath while putting hers on. After dinner, we were all bustling
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out of the small restaurant when I was hurriedly sifted into the backseat of my Grandfather’s
Saturn. I instantly, and horribly, became aware of two things: first, that being a severely—and I
do mean severely—anxious child had stricken me not only with fear of this ten minute ride
away from mom, but speechless as well; and second, that four glasses of pink lemonade were
impatiently awaiting their departure from my trembling bladder. Grandpa started the engine.
I’m not sure how many people have been in this type of situation, but for me it was sort of an
out-of-body experience. I see my small frame from the roof of the sedan: ankles crossed, knees
pressed close, hands clenching and releasing on my small, shaking thighs. I remember my face,
cast in shadows and streetlamps, drawn into a violent knot that, if released, would cause every
liquid in the world to do the same.
There is a saying in Simlish—the game’s language—that a needy character will call out to the
heavens in dire circumstances. If I recall correctly, it sounds something like “LEY LA LA
CULA!” accompanied with much grasping of abdomens, tortured moans, and arms waving
skyward. I, being—let’s say it together—an anxious child, could do none of these things and
saw no end to the Saturn’s swerving and lurching. Finally, I had struggled enough. I settled my
mind and nodded solemnly, took one last look at St. Joseph on the rearview mirror and closed
my eyes as if to pray.
In the game, when a Bladder-related crisis occurs, it is forever marked in a list of negative life
experiences. It sets play off-kilter for at least a few Sim-days and really kills the mood. Sims will
stand above soiled floor tiles and weep for hours on end. As I sat there in the velvety backseat, a
warm pool slowly receding into the fabric, I chewed my lips and wiped my face. We eventually
reached the house. I slid out of the car in private humiliation, leaving a salty ring in the backseat
and my Bladder counter green.

-Maddey Gates
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photography
**
"Yes We're Open" by: William D. Hicks
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"One Photo" by: Jessica
Hamm
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"One Photo" by: Kyra Rookard
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"One Photo" by:
Christopher Woods
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"Three photos" by: Abby Principe
abbyprincipe.wix.com/photography
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"Two Photos" by Anastasia Tucker
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"Two Photos" by Lydia Lykins
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visual artwork
**
"Three Pieces" by: Lydia
Dick
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"Two Pieces" by: Sam Wolfe Connelly
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"Two Pieces" by: Dr. Ernest Williamson III
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"One Piece" by: Jim Fuess
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Thank you to all who have contributed to our First
DECADES REVIEW Issue.
We appreciate all that you have done.
END.
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